Amplitude-dependent losses in ultrasound exposure measurement.
Energy losses resulting from the nonlinear propagation of ultrasonic pulses in water have been measured using a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane hydrophone and a radiation-force balance. The focused ultrasonic transducers used were of low focal gain operating at source intensities and frequencies typical of those used in medical diagnostic applications. Energy transfer into harmonic components has been quantified by hydrophone measurements at the focus. At values of shock parameter sigma>pi/2, total loss of intensity was observed, with the greatest loss reaching 2.75 dB of the intensity predicted by linear extrapolation from low-amplitude measurements. A similar but smaller-magnitude reduction in the radiation force measured by a force balance was observed. These results are related to ranges of acoustic parameters obtained from surveys on clinical equipment. It is concluded that a significant majority of contemporary clinical scanners can generate ultrasonic pulses which will lose energy during transmission through water due to amplitude-dependent nonlinear losses, and that it is necessary to consider these, and other nonlinear phenomena, when predicting exposure conditions in vivo.